
LONDON: The striking lack of financial conta-
gion across the eurozone from Italy’s bond-mar-
ket blowout this year shows investors are
breaking an eight-year habit of lumping together
the bonds of Italy, Spain and Portugal. In an ap-
parent vindication of European Central Bank ef-
forts to reduce spillover across the bloc each
time one of the southern European economies
gets into trouble, the market has so far treated
the Italian budget dispute as a domestic storm.

For years after the 2010-2012 euro zone debt
crisis, Italy, Spain and Portugal - collectively re-
ferred to as the “periphery” by bond investors -
saw their bonds track each other.

Anything that risked a repeat of the euro
zone’s existential angst six years ago tarred all
the weaker credits with the same brush. Yet six
years after ECB chief Mario Draghi pledged to
do “whatever it takes” to save the eurozone, the
correlation is fading.

An uproar over Italy’s budget deficit and
risks of a clash between Rome and European
Union authorities have barely touched Por-
tuguese and Spanish debt. Such has been the
divergence that the premium demanded by in-
vestors to hold Italian risk over Spain’s hit its
widest in over 20 years.

“We are very close to record low levels in
terms of correlation between peripheral coun-
tries, and it’s very clear that from the market per-

spective for the first time in a while a major euro
zone bond market incident is not being seen as
a threat to the euro system,” said Frederik
Ducrozet, a global strategist at Pictet Wealth
Management.

One reason is that the budget concerns are
so far confined to Italy. But idiosyncratic risks
have in the past spread across southern Euro-
pean bond markets too-one example being the
approach to the Catalan independence referen-
dum last year.

Confidence is higher this time that the Italian
debt problem will not threaten the country’s
euro membership. The country’s anti-establish-
ment coalition government has been at pains to
stress it has no interest in exiting the zone.

Contagion would return only if the euro’s
future is in danger, said Arnaud-Guilhem
Lamy, a portfolio manager at BNP Paribas
Asset Management.

Iain Stealey, a fixed income portfolio manager
at JPMorgan Asset Management, said the fund
he oversees has been buying Spanish govern-
ment debt through the recent Italian ruckus.

“If you’re a fund manager and you don’t want
to own Italy, Spain and Portugal are the only re-
alistic alternatives,” he told Reuters.

“Spain has been the poster child for Euro-
pean growth in recent years - if you think about
2012, where unemployment rates were, how

strong concerns were over the banking system
in the periphery, we are in a very different place
now,” he said.

Spain has led the eurozone economic recov-
ery in 2016 and 2017, growing more than 3 per-
cent a year and earning multiple credit ratings
upgrades to Baa1 from Moody’s and A- from
both S&P Global and Fitch. Portugal, not long
ago rated junk by all three major agencies, last
week was restored to full investment-grade sta-
tus after a Moody’s upgrade. Its economy grew
2.7 percent in 2017, outperforming the eurozone.

Both countries have benefited from their
share of the ECB’s 2.6 trillion-euro ($3 trillion)
stimulus program. But even countries partly or
fully outside the ECB program have felt its effect.
Cyprus recorded stellar growth of 3.9 percent
last year and Greece exited its bailout program
in August. This week, Greece said it achieved a
primary budget surplus well above target for the
year so far.

“The type of investors invested in Spain and
Portugal is not the same as it was before,” said
BBVA rates trading strategist Jaime Costero
Denche. “We have seen new investors such as
Scandinavian accounts and Middle East and
Asian investors who didn’t want to buy periph-
eral debt in the past.”

A major factor limiting contagion from Italy
is that Portuguese and Spanish banks are in bet-

ter shape, thanks to authorities’ success in tack-
ling bad loans-a road Italy embarked on only re-
cently. Portuguese banks have mostly returned
to profit. In June, Moody’s lifted its outlook for
Spain’s banking system to positive. It cited ro-
bust economic growth and improved asset qual-
ity after disposals of troubled assets. —Reuters
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Germany should 
push Weidmann 
as ECB chief,
says Nowotny 
VIENNA: Germany should push Bundes-
bank chief Jens Weidmann as a successor to
European Central Bank President Mario
Draghi and the government is making a
grave mistake in not pushing harder, ECB
policymaker Ewald Nowotny said yesterday.

Draghi’s job will become available at the
end of next October. By that time Nowotny
- the head of the Austrian National Bank and
a moderate policy hawk who has often sided
with Weidmann - will have left his post too.
“I would have welcomed a candidacy of
Weidmann very much,” Nowotny told the
Oberoesterreichische Nachrichten newspa-
per.” I personally believe it is a grave polit-
ical mistake by (German Chancellor) Angela
Merkel that she is no longer pursuing Wei-
dmann’s candidacy further.”

Bank of France Governor Francois
Villeroy de Galhau is now considered the
frontrunner in the race but no real discus-
sion is likely until after the European Parlia-

ment elections next spring, when the ECB
job is expected to be decided in a package
that also includes the heads of the EU Com-
mission and Council.

Despite the political sensitivity of the
race, Weidmann has been outspoken in crit-
icising the fiscal plans of Italy, the euro
zone’s third biggest economy. He said on
Wednesday that monetary policy normaliza-
tion will place an increasing burden on
highly indebted countries so there is no
place for leniency with Rome on European
fiscal rules.

His repeated spats with Italy over fiscal
prudence has irritated political circles in
Rome, making opposition to Weidmann’s
candidacy almost certain.

Weidmann, a top notch economist, has
also come under fire for his persistent op-
position to the ECB’s 2.6 trillion euro asset
purchase program.

Unveiled during a period of crisis, the
program is credited with reviving growth,
and some argue that Weidmann would
struggle to unite the Governing Council
after having opposed its hallmark policy
program for so long. “It would be good if
someone from the biggest economy in the
euro area stood at the top of the ECB,”
Nowotny told the paper, adding that an ECB
president needs political sensitivity and
practical experience as well as being a good
economist. —Reuters

Ice cream
boosts Unilever
sales despite 
HQ meltdown
THE HAGUE: Unilever saw underlying sales ac-
celerate due partly to heatwave-driven ice
cream consumption, the Anglo-Dutch consumer
giant said yesterday, as it tries to recover from
axing a move of its headquarters. 

The firm behind Ben and Jerry’s and Mag-
num as well as household brands like Knorr
and Dove said however that third-quarter
turnover however dropped 4.8 percent to 12.5
billion euros ($14.4 billion) due mainly to cur-
rency exchange issues.

The huge multinational made no mention in
its statement of the decision on October 5 to
ditch a plan to move its main corporate base
from London to Rotterdam after a share-
holder revolt.

“Growth accelerated in the third quarter
across all divisions,” said chief executive
Paul Polman, whose own position was called
into question by the backtrack on the head-
quarters shift.

Unilever, which also makes yeast spread
Marmite, Persil washing powder and PG Tips
tea, said underlying sales growth was 3.8 per-
cent for the three months to October. “We con-
tinue to expect underlying sales growth in the 3

percent - 5 percent range, an improvement in
underlying operating margin and strong cash
flow,” Polman added. Modest growth in Europe
was “mainly driven by strong ice cream sales
that were helped by both innovations and good
weather in Northern Europe”, particularly in
Germany and the Netherlands, Unilever said.

Much of Europe basked in a heatwave over
the northern hemisphere summer. Across the
world “ice cream delivered strong growth led
by innovations including the new Kinder ice
cream and the new Magnum Praline variant”.
In Latin America, sales increased by 10 percent
in Brazil after the end of a truckers strike, al-
though the figure strips out Argentina which
Unilever said was now experiencing “hyperin-
flationary” conditions.

Despite the figures, the shadow of the aban-
doned London-Rotterdam move still hangs over
Unilever’s chief exec.

Unilever originally unveiled the planned
switch in March in a symbolic decision that was
largely interpreted by analysts as a blow to
post-Brexit Britain. It also followed a failed hos-
tile bid by US rival Kraft Heinz last year, which
analysts said played a key role in Unilever’s de-
cision as the Netherlands has stronger rules to
protect companies against takeovers.

But Unilever faced mounting opposition from
key shareholders angry that the plan would have
ended its dual stock exchange listing in London
and Amsterdam, meaning that many would have
had to sell shares in Britain. Unilever said when
it announced the decision to ditch the move that
it would “consider its next steps” and still be-
lieved simplifying the firm’s structure would be
in its best interests. —AFP
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NUSA DUA: European Commissioner for Economic Affairs
Pierre Moscovici talks to AFP on the sidelines of the Inter-
national Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank annual meet-
ings in Nusa Dua on Indonesia’s resort island of Bali. —AFP


